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On invariance of plurigenera for
foliations on surfaces
By Paolo Cascini at London and Enrica Floris at London
Abstract. We show that if .Xt ;Ft /t2 is a family of foliations with reduced singular-
ities on a smooth family of surfaces, then invariance of plurigenera h0.Xt ; mKFt / holds for
sufficiently largem. On the other hand, we provide examples on which the result fails, for small
values of m.
1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to study invariance of plurigenera for foliations on algebraic
surfaces.
Both the study of the plurigenera of a manifold and the theory of foliations play a major
role in birational geometry. Indeed, on the one hand Siu’s Theorem on invariance of plurigenera
[25, 26] represents one of the most celebrated results in higher dimensional geometry. The
result states that if X !  is a smooth family of projective manifolds over the disk  with
fibre Xt at t 2 , then the plurigenera h0.Xt ;OXt .mKXt // does not depend on t 2  (see
also [21]). This generalizes the well-known fact that the genus of a smooth curve is constant
under smooth deformations. Apart of its own interest, Siu’s proof introduces new methods, such
as new extension theorems, which had a major impact on some of the recent developments in
birational geometry.
On the other hand, thanks to the work of Miyaoka [18], the theory of foliations plays an
important role in the Minimal Model Program in dimension three, as it is needed to solve some
of the crucial cases of the abundance conjecture for threefolds (see also [14, Chapter 9]). It is
therefore natural to ask whether the classical results in birational geometry, such as invariance
of plurigenera, hold in the more general theory of foliations.
If X is a smooth surface, a (singular) foliation F on X corresponds to a saturated invert-
ible subsheaf TF  TX . Its canonical divisor KF is the divisor associated to the dual of TF .
If F has reduced singularities, then the Kodaira dimension .F / coincides with the Kodaira
dimension of its canonical divisor .KF / (see Section 2 for more details).
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Remarkably, McQuillan [16] was able to reproduce some of the main results of the min-
imal model program for surfaces to the case of foliations. Similarly, Brunella [7] showed that
if .Xt ;Ft /t2 is a family of foliations on surfaces with reduced singularities, then the Kodaira
dimension .Ft / does not depend on t . The following step is therefore to understand to what
extent the dimension h0.Xt ; mKFt / depends on t 2 .
The goal of this paper is to provide an answer to the question above. More specifically,
we prove:
Theorem 1.1. Let .Xt ;Ft /t2 be a family of foliations with reduced singularities.
(1) If .Ft / D 0 for any t 2 , then for anym 2 N the dimension h0.Xt ;OXt .mKFt // does
not depend on t 2 .
(2) If .Ft / D 1 and Ft is induced by an elliptic fibration, then for any sufficiently large
positive integer m the dimension h0.Xt ;OXt .mKFt // does not depend on t 2 .
(3) If .Ft / D 1 and Ft is not induced by an elliptic fibration for any t 2 , then for any
positive integer m the dimension h0.Xt ;OXt .mKFt // does not depend on t 2 .
(4) If .Ft / D 2 for any t 2 , then for any sufficiently large positive integer m the dimen-
sion h0.Xt ;OXt .mKFt // does not depend on t 2 .
Note that by Brunella’s result above, for each family of foliations .Xt ;Ft /t2 with non-
negative Kodaira dimension, either .Ft / D 0 for any t 2 , or .Ft / D 1 for any t 2 
or .Ft / D 2 for any t 2 . Furthermore we show that, in cases (2) and (4), the invariance
of h0.Xt ; mKFt / fails for small values of m. Indeed, we provide examples of families of foli-
ations such that h0.Xt ; KFt / is not constant as t 2 .
Regarding foliations of Kodaira dimension zero, in [23] Pereira has shown that if F is
a foliation on a smooth surfaceX such that .F / D 0, then the smallest positive integer k such
that h0.X; kKF / D 1 belongs to the set ¹1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 8; 10; 12º.
In the proof of the theorem above, we extensively use McQuillan’s results on the min-
imal model program for foliation on surfaces and the classification of the singularities of the
canonical model of a foliation with pseudo-effective canonical divisor.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1 and Brunella’s result above, we obtain the
following:
Corollary 1.2. Let .Xt ;Ft /t2 be a family of foliations with reduced singularities.
Then, for any sufficiently large positive integer m, the dimension h0.Xt ;OXt .mKFt // is con-
stant for all t 2 .
2. Preliminary results
We work over the field of complex numbersC. We refer to [15] for some of the notations
and basic results in birational geometry.
A foliation F on an n-dimensional smooth projective variety X is given by a coherent
subsheaf TF of the tangent bundle TX of X which is closed under the Lie bracket and is such
that the quotient TX=TF is torsion free. We denote byF D T F the cotangent sheaf ofF and
by KF D c1.F / the canonical divisor of F . The singular locus of F , denoted by SingF ,
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is defined as the set of points of X on which TX=TF is not locally free. By the Frobenius
Theorem, around any point p 2 X outside the singular locus of F , the germ of TF coincides
with the relative tangent bundle of a germ of a smooth fibration X  U ! Cq , where p 2 U .
The dimension of F is defined as n   q.
We now recall some basic facts about foliations over a surface (see [6] for more details).
Let X be a smooth surface. A foliation F of dimension one on X is given by a short exact
sequence 0! TF ! TX ! IZNF ! 0, where TF and NF are line bundles and IZ is an
ideal sheaf supported on a finite set. The line bundle TF is the tangent bundle of F . The line
bundle NF is the normal bundle of F , while its dual N F is the conormal bundle. The support
of OX=IZ coincides with SingF .
Equivalently, a foliation on X is the data of ¹.Ui ; vi /ºi2I where ¹Uiºi2I is a covering
ofX , vi is a vector field onUi with only isolated zeroes and there exist gij 2 O.Ui\Uj / such
that vi jUi\Uj D gij vj jUi\Uj for each i; j 2 I . The cocycle gij defines KF as a line bundle.
A curve C  X is said to be F -invariant if the inclusion TF jC ! TX jC factors through TC .
If p is a singular point of F and v is a vector field that defines F around p, then the
eigenvalues of the linear part .Dv/.p/ are defined up to multiplication by a non-zero constant.
The point p is a reduced singularity if at least one of the eigenvalues of .Dv/.p/ is non-zero
and their quotient is not a positive rational number.
Alternatively, a foliation F on a smooth surface X can be locally defined by a holomor-
phic 1-form ! with isolated zeroes (see [6, p. 19]).
Let  W QX ! X be a proper birational morphism between smooth surfaces and let E be
the exceptional curve. Then the foliation F induces a foliation on QXnE which can be extended
to a foliation on QX with isolated singularities. We denote this foliation by F .
Theorem 2.1 (Seidenberg, [6, Chapter 1, Theorem 1]). LetF be a foliation on a smooth
surface X . Then for any p 2 Sing.F /, there exists a sequence of blow-ups  W QX ! X over p
such that the foliation F has only reduced singularities in a neighbourhood of  1.p/.
Given a foliation F on a smooth surface X , we define the Kodaira dimension of F as
the Kodaira dimension of KF where  is as in Theorem 2.1 and we denote it by .F /. It is
easy to check that .F / does not depend on the resolution  . In particular, we say that F is
of general type if .F / D 2. Foliations of general type appeared several times in the literature,
e.g. if X D P2, then the foliations of general type on X were studied by Pereira in [22].
In this paper, we consider families of foliations defined over a smooth family of surfaces.
Definition 2.2 ([7, Definition 1]). A family of foliations with reduced singularities
.Xt ;Ft /t2 (or a family of foliations, for short) is the data of
 a smooth morphism  WX ! , where X is a smooth complex variety and  is the
complex disk, whose fibres Xt are projective surfaces, for all t 2 ,
 a foliation F of dimension one onX such that
(1) F is tangent to the fibres of  ,
(2) the singular set SingF of F is of pure codimension two in X and cuts every fibre
in a finite set,
(3) for any point t 2 , the foliation Ft D F jXt is a foliation whose singularities
SingF jXt D SingF \Xt are reduced.
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Note that (1) is needed to ensure that Ft is a foliation of dimension one on Xt for all
t 2  and (2) is needed to ensure the existence of a canonical divisor of the foliation KF on
X such that
KF jXt D KFt for any t 2 .
Note also that invariance of the Kodaira dimension does not hold without hypothesis (3).
Indeed, if the singularities of Ft are not reduced for all t 2 , then invariance of plurigenera
fails, as shown by the example in [7, p. 114]. Furthermore, Example 3.8 shows that the invari-
ance of the Kodaira dimension does not hold without the equality SingF jXt D SingF \Xt :
in the example, we describe a family of foliations Ft , induced by a foliation F on a smooth
family of surfaces X !  such that Ft has reduced singularities for any t 2  and such that
there exists a curve C  Xt0 \ SingF , for some t0 2 .
On the other hand, under the assumptions above, we have:
Theorem 2.3 ([7, Theorem 1]). Let .Xt ;Ft /t2 be a family of foliations on surfaces
with reduced singularities. Then the Kodaira dimension .Ft / does not depend on t 2 .
Let X be a smooth surface. We will assume that a curve C  X is reduced and compact.
We say that C has normal crossing singularities if locally, with respect to the Euclidean topol-
ogy, around each point p 2 C , the curve C is a union of smooth curves meeting transversally.
In particular, a nodal curve is an irreducible curve C with normal crossing singularities.
For any curve C  X , the arithmetic Euler characteristic of C is given by
.C / D  KX  C   C 2:
Note that if C is smooth, then it coincides with the usual Euler characteristic.
Let F be a foliation on X and let p 2 C be a point. If none of the components of C is
F -invariant, we define the index of tangency of F to C at p as follows. Let ¹f D 0º be a local
equation of C around p, let v be a local holomorphic vector field generating F around p.
Then,
tang.F ; C; p/ D dimC OX;phf; v.f /i ;
where v.f / is the Lie derivative of f along v. We have tang.F ; C; p/ D 0 except on the finite
subset of points of C where F is not transverse to C . Thus, we define
tang.F ; C / D
X
p2C
tang.F ; C; p/:
Proposition 2.4 ([6, Chapter 2, Proposition 2]). Let F be a foliation on a smooth sur-
face X . Let C be a curve on X whose components are not F -invariant. Then
c1.NF /  C D .C /C tang.F ; C /
and
KF  C D  C  C C tang.F ; C /:
We now consider a curve C whose components are all F -invariant. If p 2 C is a singular
point of F , ¹f D 0º is a local equation for C at p and ! is a holomorphic 1-form that defines
F around p, then we may write
g! D hdf C f ;
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for some holomorphic 1-form  and holomorphic functions g; h such that h and f are coprime.
We define
Z.F ; C; p/ D vanishing order of h
g
ˇˇ
C
at p
and
CS.F ; C; p/ D residue of  1
h

ˇˇ
C
at p:
If p is a reduced singularity, then Z.F ; C; p/  0 by [5]. Let
Z.F ; C / D
X
p2Sing.F /\C
Z.F ; C; p/
and
CS.F ; C / D
X
p2Sing.F /\C
CS.F ; C; p/:
Proposition 2.5. Let F be a foliation on a smooth surfaceX and let C be a curve onX
whose components are F -invariant. Then:
(1) c1.NF /  C D C 2 CZ.F ; C /,
(2) KF  C D  .C /CZ.F ; C /,
(3) C 2 D CS.F ; C /.
In addition, if F admits only reduced singularities, then C has only normal crossing singular-
ities.
Formula (3) in Proposition 2.5 is usually referred as the Camacho–Sad formula.
Proof. Formulas (1) and (2) are implied by [6, Chapter 2, Proposition 3] and [8] implies
formula (3) (see also [6, Chapter 3, Theorem 2]).
Finally, if F admits only reduced singularities, then [6, p. 12] implies that C has only
normal crossing singularities.
2.1. Minimal model program and Zariski decomposition for foliations. In [16],
McQuillan has developed a minimal model program for foliations on surfaces. We now recall
some of the main results.
Definition 2.6 ([6, Chapter 5]). Let F be a foliation on a smooth surface X and which
admits only reduced singularities. We say that a curve C in X is F -exceptional if
(1) C is a smooth rational curve of self-intersection  1,
(2) the contraction of C to a point p gives a new foliation F such that p is either a regular
point or a reduced singular point for F .
In particular, the foliation F is said to be relatively minimal if F admits only reduced
singularities and there are no F -exceptional curves on X .
If F is a foliation on X with reduced singularities, then there exists a birational mor-
phism X ! X 0 onto a smooth surface X 0 such that the induced foliation F 0 on X 0 is relatively
minimal. Note that if  WX ! X is the contraction of an F -exceptional curve C onto a point p
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and F is the induced foliation on X , then by [6, p. 72], it follows that either F is regular at p
and KF D KF C C or F is singular at p and KF D KF . Thus, we have that
h0.X;OX .mKF // D h0.X 0;OX 0.mKF 0//
for all positive integers m.
By the following result, F -exceptional curves can be extended locally in a family:
Lemma 2.7. Let .Xt ;Ft /t2 be a family of foliations and let t0 2  be such that Ft0
admits an Ft0-exceptional curve Et0  Xt0 . Then there exists a neighbourhood t0 2 U  
and a smooth hypersurface E   1.U / transverse to the fibres of  such that Et D E \Xt
is an Ft -exceptional curve for any t 2 U .
In particular, if s 2 , then there exists a birational morphism WXU ! X0U over U
which defines a factorization
 WXU  ! X0U
 0 ! U
and such that the foliation F 0 induced onX0U is relatively minimal on X 0s (i.e. F 0s is relatively
minimal) and the family .X 0t ;F 0t /t2U is still a family of foliations with reduced singularities.
Proof. The existence of U and E is guaranteed by [7, Lemme 2]. Thus, after possibly
shrinking U , there exists a birational morphism "WX ! Y which contracts E and a smooth
morphism  0WY !  such that  D  0 ı " (see [10, Chapter 1, proof of Theorem 1.16] for
a similar argument). For any t 2 U , let Yt D  0 1.t/. SinceEjXt isFt -exceptional, the induced
foliation on Yt admits reduced singularities for all t 2 U . Thus, the claim follows after repeat-
ing the argument finitely many times.
We now consider a relatively minimal foliationF on a surfaceX such thatKF is pseudo-
effective. Then, we denote the Zariski decomposition of KF by
KF D P CN;
whereP is the positive part andN is the negative part ofKF . McQuillan shows that there exists
a contraction X ! X 0 onto a surface X 0 with Kawamata log terminal singularities, which
contracts all the curves contained in the support of N . More precisely, we say that a curve
C DSriD1 Ci inX is an Hirzebruch–Jung string ifC1; : : : ; Cr are smooth rational curves such
that, for all i; j 2 ¹1; : : : ; rº, we have C 2i   2, Ci  Cj D 1 if ji   j j D 1 and Ci  Cj D 0
if ji   j j > 1. Note that any Hirzebruch–Jung string on a smooth projective surface can be
contracted onto a surface with cyclic quotient singularities (see [2, Chapter 3, Theorem 5.1 and
Proposition 5.3]). We define:
Definition 2.8 ([6, Chapter 8]). Given a foliation F on a surface X , we say that a curve
C is an F -chain if
(1) C DSriD1 Ci is an Hirzebruch–Jung string,
(2) each irreducible component Ci of C is F -invariant,
(3) the singularities of F along C are all reduced,
(4) Z.F ; C1/ D 1 and Z.F ; Ci / D 2 for any i  2.
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Theorem 2.9 ([16, Theorem 2, Proposition III.1.2], [6, Chapter 8, Theorem 1 and Adden-
dum p. 109]). Let F be a relatively minimal foliation on a smooth surface X such that KF
is pseudo-effective. Let KF D P CN be the Zariski decomposition. Then the support of N is
a disjoint union of maximal F -chains and bN c D 0. In particular, there exists a contraction
X ! X 0 onto a surface X 0 with Kawamata log terminal singularities, which contracts all the
curves in the support of N .
The following result is also due to McQuillan:
Lemma 2.10 ([16, Lemma IV.3.1], [6, Chapter 8, Theorem 2, and Chapter 9, Theo-
rem 2]). Let F be a foliation on a smooth surface X . Assume that F admits only reduced
singularities and that .F / D 0. Let KF D P CN be the Zariski decomposition of KF .
Then P is a torsion divisor.
By a result of Brunella, the Zariski decomposition of the canonical divisor of a foliation
is well behaved in families:
Proposition 2.11 ([7, Propositions 1 and 2]). Let .Xt ;Ft /t2 be a family of foliations
of non-negative Kodaira dimension. Then there exists an effectiveQ-divisor N onX such that
N does not contain any fibre of  WX !  and Nt D N jXt is the negative part of the Zariski
decomposition of KFt for any t 2 .
In addition, if there exists s 2  such that .Xs;Fs/ is relatively minimal, then there
exists an open set s 2 U   such that the irreducible components E1; : : : ; Ek of N meet the
surfaces Xt transversally in distinct rational curve E1jXt ; : : : ; EkjXt .
As a consequence, we have:
Lemma 2.12. Let .Xt ;Ft /t2 be a family of foliations of non-negative Kodaira dimen-
sion. Let Nt be the negative part of the Zariski decomposition of KFt . Then, the least common
multiple of the denominators of Nt does not depend on t 2 .
Proof. Let mt be the least common multiple of the denominators of Nt . We will prove
that mt is locally constant. Fix s 2 . Let U   be the neighbourhood of s and let
 WXU  ! X0U
 0 ! U
be the factorization of  whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 2.7. Let .X 0t ;F 0t /t2U be the
induced family of foliations.
By Proposition 2.11, modulo shrinking U , there exists an effective Q-divisor N 0 onX0U
such that for any t 2 U , N 0t D N jX 0t is the negative part of the Zariski decomposition of KFt
and the components of N 0t meet the fibres of  0 transversally. Thus, the least common multiple
m0t of the denominators of N 0t does not depend on t 2 U .
On the other hand, for any t 2 U the foliation F 0t has only reduced singularities and in
particular there exists an effective integral exceptional divisor Et such that
KFt D t KF 0t CEt :
It follows that Nt D t N 0t CEt and the least common multiple of the denominators of Nt
coincides with m0t . Thus, the claim follows.
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Let F be a foliation on a smooth surface X . Assume that F is of general type and let
KF D P CN
be the Zariski decomposition ofKF . We want to show that if C is a curve such that P  C D 0,
then C is F -invariant. We assume first that C is such that KF  C D 0 and assume by contra-
diction that C is not F -invariant. Then, Proposition 2.4 implies
0 D KF  C D  C 2 C tang.F ; C /   C 2;
which is a contradiction because a big divisor cannot have intersection zero with a movable
curve.
We consider the general case. To this end, we consider a variation of [16, Lemma III.1.1]:
Proposition 2.13. Let F be a relatively minimal foliation on a smooth surface X such
thatKF is pseudo-effective. Let "WX ! Y be the contraction of all the components of the neg-
ative part of the Zariski decomposition ofKF . Let C be a curve onX which is notF -invariant,
let C be its image in Y and let K D "KF . Then .K C C/  C  0.
We first prove the following:
Lemma 2.14. Let "WX ! Y be a birational morphism between surfaces with only
Kawamata log terminal singularities and assume that " contracts a chain of rational curves
F1; : : : ; Fk . Let L be a Q-Cartier divisor on X and let C be a curve on X such that
(1) .LC C/  C  0,
(2) C  Fi is a non-negative integer for any i D 1; : : : ; k,
(3) F 21   1, F 2i   2 and Fi 1  Fi D 1 for any i D 2; : : : ; k,
(4)  1  L  F1 < 0 and L  Fi D 0 for any i D 2; : : : ; k.
Let L D "L and C D "C . Then .LC C/  C  0.
Proof. We may write
LC C D ".LC C/  G
for some "-exceptional divisor G. If G  0, then the claim follows immediately. Therefore we
may assume that G is not effective and by the Negativity Lemma, there exists i 2 ¹1; : : : ; kº
such that G  Fi > 0 and the coefficient of G along Fi is negative. Thus, .LC C/  Fi < 0 and
in particular we must have i D 1 and C  F1 D 0. We may write G D  ˛F1 CG1 for some
˛ > 0 and some "-exceptional divisor G1 whose support does not contain F1.
There exists a morphism f WX ! X1 which contracts only the curve F1 and such that "
factors through f . LetL1 D fL andC1 D fC . SinceLF1 < 0, we haveL D f L1CˇF1
for some ˇ > 0 and since C  F1 D 0, we have C D f C1. In particular,
.L1 C C1/  C1 D .LC C/  C  0:
Let F 0i D fFi for i D 2; : : : ; k. Then C1  F 0i D C  Fi for all i D 2; : : : ; k and L1  F 0i D 0
for any i D 3; : : : ; k. We may write f F2 D F1 C F2 for some  > 0. Then
0 D F1  f F 02 D F1  .F1 C F2/ D  e1   C 1;
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where e1 D  F 21  1. Thus,  D 1e1 . We have,
F 0i 1  F 0i D Fi 1  Fi D 1 and F 0i 2 D F 2i
for any i D 3; : : : ; k. Moreover,
F 02
2 D F2  .F1 C F2/ D 1
e1
C F 22  1C F 22   1:
Finally,
L1  F 02 D L  f F 02 D L  .F1 C F2/ D
1
e1
L  F1 2 Œ 1; 0/:
Thus, the claim follows by induction on k.
Proof of Proposition 2.13. We proceed by induction on the number of connected
components of the exceptional locus of ". By Theorem 2.9, any connected component of the
exceptional locus of " is a maximal F -chain F1; : : : ; Fk . Let L D KF . Then Proposition 2.4
implies that .LC C/  C  0. On the other hand, Proposition 2.5 (2) implies that L  F1 D  1
andL  Fi D 0 for any i D 2; : : : ; k. Thus, if "0WX ! Y 0 is the contraction of F1; : : : ; Fk , then
Lemma 2.14 implies that ."0LC "0C/  "0C  0.
Thus, the claim follows by induction, by proceeding as above for each connected com-
ponent of the exceptional locus of ".
Proposition 2.15. Let F be a relatively minimal foliation of general type on a smooth
surface X . Let KF D P CN be the Zariski decomposition of KF and let C be a curve such
that P  C D 0. Then C is F -invariant.
Proof. Assume that C is not F -invariant. By Theorem 2.9, there exists a proper bira-
tional morphism "WX ! Y onto a normal surface Y and whose exceptional locus coincides
with the support of N . Let K D "KF and C D "C . The Negativity Lemma implies that
P D "K. Thus,
K  C D "K  C D P  C D 0:
Since K is big, we have C
2
< 0. On the other hand, Proposition 2.13 implies
C
2 D .K C C/  C  0;
that is, a contradiction. Thus, C is F -invariant.
The following theorem is proved in [16].
Theorem 2.16 ([16, Theorem 1 III.3.2, Remark III.2.2]). Let F be a relatively minimal
foliation of general type on a smooth surface X . Let KF D P CN be the Zariski decompo-
sition of KF and let Z be the union of all the curves C such that P  C D 0. Then Z is the
union of
(1) the support of N ,
(2) disjoint chains of rational curves none of which is contained in the support of N ,
(3) cycles  of rational curves such that Sing.F /\ coincides with the singular locus of  ,
(4) single rational nodal curves  such that Sing.F / \  coincides with the singular locus
of  .
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Moreover, a chain C of type (2) is either disjoint from SuppN or there exist exactly two
connected components of SuppN , each of which consists of a smooth rational curve Ei of
self-intersection  2, with i D 1; 2, and such that both E1 and E2 meet C transversally along
the same tail C of C on the points p1 and p2, so that the intersection is transverse and
N jC D 12p1 C 12p2.
Remark 2.17. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 2.16, it follows by Propo-
sition 2.15 that any curve C such that P  C D 0 is F -invariant. Since any point lying in the
intersection of two F -invariant curves is a singular point, the cycles of rational curves and the
nodal curve appearing in Theorem 2.16 do not meet any other F -invariant curve. In particular,
they do not meet any component of SuppN .
Definition 2.18. A connected component of type (3) and (4) of Theorem 2.16 is called
an elliptic Gorenstein leaf.
The following theorem due to McQuillan will play a key role in the proof of our main
results:
Theorem 2.19 ([16, Theorem IV.2.2]). Let F be a relatively minimal foliation on
a smooth surface X . Let  be an elliptic Gorenstein leaf. Then KF j is not a torsion divisor.
2.2. Foliations and fibrations. When a surface is endowed with a fibration, the study
of foliations on the variety becomes simpler. In particular, two types of foliations play a key role
in the case of Kodaira dimension one: foliations induced by fibrations and foliations transverse
to fibrations.
2.2.1. Elliptic fibrations. We first recall some of the basic notions for the canonical
bundle formula for an elliptic fibration (e.g. see [1, p. 236] for more details). LetX be a smooth
surface and let f WX ! C be an elliptic fibration onto a curve C . Let f 0WX 0 ! C be the
relatively minimal elliptic fibration associated to f , obtained by blowing-down any possible
sequence of vertical . 1/-curves. Thus, we obtain a diagram:
X
" //
f   
X 0
f 0

C .
The discriminant of f is defined by
(2.1) BC D
X
p2C
.1   p/p;
where, for any p 2 C , p denotes the log canonical threshold of X 0 with respect to f 0p:
p D sup¹t 2 R>0 W .X 0; tf 0p/ is log canonicalº:
Then KX 0=C D f 0.MC C BC /, where MC is a Q-divisor on C which denotes the moduli
part in the canonical bundle formula of f (see [13]). In particular, degMC  0 and the equality
holds if and only if f is isotrivial.
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We may write
(2.2) BC D B 0C C
X mp   1
mp
p;
where the sum runs over the points p such that the fibre F of f 0 over p is a multiple fibre of
multiplicitymp, that is, f 0p D mpFred, where Fred is the reduced divisor associated to f 0p.
Then
L DMC C B 0C
is an integral divisor on C . Thus, if we denote by ¹MC º the fractional part of MC , then
(2.3) Supp¹MC º D SuppB 0C :
Furthermore, by [13], it follows that
(2.4) 12MC is Cartier and j12MC j is base point free:
We will often use Kodaira’s classification of the singular fibres of an elliptic fibration. In
particular, if p 2 C is such that the fibre f p is singular and bp D 1   p is the coefficient of
BC along p, then the fibre f  1.p/ is of one of the following types:
mIb; I

b ; II; II
; III; III; IV; IV
and the corresponding values of bp are
1   1
m
;
1
2
;
1
6
;
5
6
;
1
4
;
3
4
;
1
3
;
2
3
:
Remark 2.20. LetX be a smooth surface and let f WX ! C be an elliptic fibration onto
a curve C and assume that all the fibres of f have support with only normal crossing singulari-
ties. Let "WX ! X 0 be the relative minimal elliptic surface associated to f and let f 0WX 0 ! C
be the induced fibration. We may write KX D "KX 0 CE where E D
P
aDD  0 is an
"-exceptional divisor. Let p 2 C . We may write
f p D
X
Df  1.p/
lDD:
Then the log canonical threshold p is computed on X and it is equal to
p D min
²
1C aD
lD
W D  f  1.p/
³
:
We say that a prime divisor D  f  1.p/ computes the log canonical threshold at p if
1C aD
lD
D p:
2.2.2. Foliations induced by fibrations. LetX be a smooth surface and let f WX ! C
be a fibration onto a smooth curve. The fibration induces a foliation F whose leaves are con-
tained in the fibres of f . The canonical divisor of F is (cf. [6, Chapter 2, Section 3])
(2.5) KF D KX=C C
X
.1   lD/D;
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where the sum runs over all the irreducible curves D contracted by f and lD denotes the
ramification order of f along D, i.e. for any p 2 C we have
f p D
X
Df  1.p/
lDD:
Remark 2.21. Let F be a foliation on a smooth surface X induced by a fibration
f WX ! C onto a curve C . Then F admits only reduced singularities if and only if all the
fibres of f have support with only normal crossing singularities. Indeed, if F is reduced, then
by Proposition 2.5 all the F -invariant curves have support with normal crossing singularities.
The other direction follows from an explicit computation.
If a foliation F is induced by an elliptic fibration, then we can give a precise description
of the Zariski decomposition of KF .
Lemma 2.22. LetX be a smooth surface and let f WX! C be a fibration onto a smooth
curve. Let F be the foliation induced by f .
(1) For any p 2 C , there exists a neighbourhoodU of f  1.p/ such that
KF jU Q .KX C Fred/jU;
where Fred denotes the reduced divisor associated to f p.
(2) Moreover, if f is an elliptic fibration,F admits only reduced singularities,KF is pseudo-
effective and KF D P CN is the Zariski decomposition of KF , then
P D f MC ;
where MC is the moduli part in the canonical bundle formula.
Proof. Let p 2 C and let U be a sufficiently small neighbourhood of f  1.p/. If lD
denotes the ramification order of f along D for all D  f  1.p/, then (2.5) implies
KF jU Q

KX C
X
Df  1.p/
.1   lD/D
ˇˇˇˇ
U
D .KX C Fred/jU
and (1) follows.
Let us assume that f is as in (2). Let "WX ! X 0 be the relative minimal elliptic surface
associated to f and let f 0WX 0 ! C be the induced fibration. ThenKX 0=C D f 0.MC C BC /,
whereMC is the moduli part in the canonical bundle formula andBC is the discriminant. Since
F has only reduced singularities, Proposition 2.5 implies that the fibres of f have support with
only normal crossing singularities. Thus, as in Remark 2.20, the log canonical threshold p is
computed on X so that
p D min
²
1C aD
lD
W D  f  1.p/
³
;
where E  0 is an "-exceptional divisor such thatKX D "KX 0 CE and E D
P
aDD. Then
(2.5) implies that
KF D KX=C C
X
.1   lD/D
D f .MC C BC /CE C
X
.1   lD/D:
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We claim that
‰ D f .BC /CE C
X
.1   lD/D
is an effective divisor whose support does not contain any fibre. Indeed, for any p 2 C and for
any prime divisor D  f  1.p/, the coefficient of ‰ along D is
1C aD   lDp  0
and the equality holds for anyD which computes the log canonical threshold (cf. Remark 2.20).
It follows that ‰  0 and, for any p 2 C , there exists a prime divisor D  f  1.p/ which is
not contained in the support of ‰. Thus, the claim follows.
Since Supp‰ does not contain any fibre, we have ‰ D N and P D f MC . Thus,
(2) follows.
2.2.3. Foliations transverse to a fibration. LetX be a smooth surface and f WX ! C
a fibration onto a curve C . Let F be a foliation onX which is transverse to f , that is, such that
the general fibre F of f is not F -invariant and KF  F D 0. Thus, there exists an effective
divisor Dtan (cf. [4, p. 573, Lemme 4]) whose support is contained in the set of F -invariant
curves contained in the fibres of f and such that
(2.6) KF D f KC CDtan C
X
.lD   1/D;
where the sum runs over all the irreducible curves D contracted by f and lD denotes the
ramification order of f along D, i.e. for any p 2 C we have
f p D
X
Df  1.p/
lDD:
Let Df D
P
.lD   1/D. Since Dtan CDf is contained in fibres of f , its Zariski decomposi-
tion is
(2.7) Dtan CDf D f  C NN;
where NN is the negative part of the Zariski decomposition and  is the largest effectiveQ-divi-
sor such that Dtan CDf   f  is effective. In particular,
KF D f .KC C /CN:
Since the support of N is contained in fibres of f but it does not contain any of its fibres, it
follows that if KF is pseudo-effective and KF D P CN is its Zariski decomposition, then
KC C  has non-negative degree and NN D N .
Lemma 2.23. With the notation introduced above, let  DPq2C qq and let p 2 C
be such that p 2 QnZ. Then the support of NN contains all the componentsD of f p that are
reduced (i.e. such that lD D 1).
Proof. We may write
f p D
X
lDD; Dtan D
X
aDD and NN D
X
cDD:
Let ND be a reduced component of f p. Then (2.7) implies
a ND D p C c ND:
Since a ND is an integer and p is not, it follows that c ND ¤ 0, as claimed.
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Definition 2.24. A foliationF on a smooth surfaceX and which is transverse to a fibra-
tion f WX ! C whose general fibre is a rational curve is called a Riccati foliation.
Definition 2.25. A foliation F on a smooth surface X and which is transverse to an
elliptic fibration f WX ! C is called a turbulent foliation.
Remark 2.26. IfF is a turbulent foliation associated to an elliptic fibration f WX ! C ,
then f is isotrivial [6, p. 64]. In particular, it follows that f does not admit fibres of type Ib
and I
b
for b  1 (see [6, p. 68]).
Similarly to (1) of Lemma 2.22, we have:
Proposition 2.27 ([6, pp. 69–70]). Let X be a smooth surface and let F be a turbulent
foliation on X which is transverse to the elliptic fibration f WX ! C . Assume that F admits
only reduced singularities. Let p 2 C and let Fred be the reduced divisor associated to f p.
Then Fred has normal crossing singularities and there exists a neighbourhood U of f  1.p/
such that
KF jU Q .KX C Fred/jU:
Corollary 2.28. LetX be a smooth surface which admits an elliptic fibration f WX ! C
and let "WX ! X 0 be the relative minimal fibration associated to f with induced fibration
f 0WX 0 ! C . Let F be either a turbulent foliation on X which is transverse to f or the folia-
tion induced by f . Let BC be the discriminant of f and let B 0C be theQ-divisor on C defined
in (2.2). Assume that F admits only reduced singularities and thatKF is pseudo-effective. Let
KF D P CN be the Zariski decomposition of KF and assume that bN c D 0. Then:
(1) f .SuppN/ D SuppB 0C , and in particular N D 0 if and only if B 0C D 0.
(2) If p 2 SuppB 0C , then the coefficient of BC at p coincides with the coefficient of N along
any reduced component E of f p which is not contained in the exceptional locus of ".
(3) If p 2 SuppB 0C and D  f  1.p/ is a prime divisor, then D is contained in the support
ofN if and only if it does not compute the log canonical threshold at p (cf. Remark 2.20).
(4) If F is turbulent and f p is a multiple fibre for some p 2 C , then the reduced divisor
associated to F is the union of a smooth curve of genus one and trees of F -exceptional
curves.
Proof. We have KX D "KX 0 CE for some "-exceptional divisor E D
P
aDD  0.
By (1) of Lemma 2.22 and Proposition 2.27, it follows that for all p 2 C , there exists a neigh-
bourhoodU of f  1.p/ such that
KF jU Q .KX C Fred/jU;
where Fred denotes the reduced divisor associated to f p DPDf  1.p/ lDD. Since we have
"KX 0 jU Q 0, it follows that if p is the log canonical threshold of X 0 with respect to f 0p,
then
KF jU Q
 X
Df  1.p/
.aD C 1/D
ˇˇˇˇ
U
Q
 X
Df  1.p/
.aD C 1   plD/D
ˇˇˇˇ
U
:
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On the other hand, we have that since F admits only reduced singularities, Fred has normal
crossing singularities and as in Remark 2.20, we have
p D min
²
1C aD
lD
W D  f  1.p/
³
:
By (2) of Lemma 2.22 and (2.6), it follows that the Iitaka fibration of KF factors through f .
Thus, P jU Q 0 and
N jU D
 X
Df  1.p/
.aD C 1   plD/D
ˇˇˇˇ
U
:
If p … SuppB 0C , then p D 1mp , where mp denotes the multiplicity of f 0p. Thus, plD
is a positive integer for each D  f  1.p/. In particular, since by assumption bN c D 0, we
have that N jU D 0.
On the other hand, if p 2 SuppB 0C , then by the classification of the singular fibres of an
elliptic fibration, there exists a component D0 of Fred such that lD0 D 1 and aD0 D 0. Thus
(1) and (3) follow. If E  f  1.p/ is a reduced component of f p which is not contained in
the exceptional locus of ", we have that aE D 0 and lE D 1. In particular, the coefficient of N
along E is 1   p. Thus (2) follows.
Assume now that F is turbulent and f p is a multiple fibre for some p 2 C and let Fred
be the reduced divisor associated to F . Suppose that Fred is not irreducible. By Remark 2.26,
f  1.p/ is not of type Ib or Ib for b  1. Then by the classification of the singular fibres of
an elliptic fibration, f p contains a smooth curve of genus one in its support and there exists
a . 1/-curve E0 contained in f  1.p/ which meets Fred  E0 transversally in either one or
two points. Proposition 2.27 implies
KF E0 D .KX C Fred/ E0 D  2C .Fred  E0/ E0  0:
In particular, Proposition 2.4 implies that E0 is F -invariant, as otherwise
KF E0 D  E20 C tang.F ; E0/  1:
Thus, Proposition 2.5 implies thatZ.F ; E0/ D .Fred E0/ E0  2 andE0 is F -excep-
tional [6, p. 72]. Let gWX ! Y be the contraction of E0 and let F 0 be the induced foliation
on Y . Then, after replacing X by Y and F by F 0 and repeating the same argument as above
finitely many times, we may assume that there exists a . 1/-curve E0 contained in f  1.p/
such that .Fred E0/E0 D 1 and in particularKF D gKF 0CE0. Thus,E0 is contained in the
support of bN c, a contradiction. Thus, Fred is a smooth curve of genus one and (4) follows.
2.2.4. Isotrivial fibrations. Given a smooth surface X , we consider an isotrivial fibra-
tion  WX ! D over a curve D and whose general fibre F has genus greater than one. Then
there exists a curve G and a finite group  acting on G and F such that, if we consider the
diagonal action of  onG  F , thenD D G= ,X is birational to .G  F /= and the induced
diagram
X
 $$
// .G  F /=
h

D D G=
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is commutative. Then [24, Proposition 2.2] implies that
(2.8) h1.X;OX / D g.G=/C g.F=/:
Let "WY ! .G  F /= be the minimal resolution and let f WY ! D be the induced
morphism. Then the exceptional locus of " is a disjoint union of Hirzebruch–Jung strings, each
of which meets the strict transform of a fibre of  transversally in one point [24, Theorem 2.1].
Remark 2.29. With the notation introduced above, we claim that f WY ! D is the
minimal fibration so that each fibre has support with only normal crossing singularities, which
means that if f 0WY 0 ! D is any fibration from a smooth surface Y 0 which is birational to
f WY ! D, i.e. there exists a birational map WY 0Ü Y such that f ı  D f 0, and such that
each fibre of f 0 has support with only normal crossing singularities, then there exists a proper
birational morphism Y 0 ! Y which defines a factorization of f 0.
Indeed, let qWW ! Y and q0WW ! Y 0 be proper birational morphisms from a smooth
surface W which resolve the indeterminacy of , i.e.  ı q0 D q. It is enough to show that the
exceptional locus of q0 is contained in the exceptional locus of " ı q, which implies that there
exists a proper birational morphism Y 0 ! .G  F /= and the claim follows from the fact
that Y is the minimal resolution of .G  F /= .
Let hW .G  F /= ! D be the induced morphism and let us assume by contradiction
that the exceptional locus of q0 is not contained in the exceptional locus of " ı q. It follows
that there exists p 2 D such that if E is the strict transform in Y 0 of the support E 0 of the
fibre h 1.p/, then E is q0-exceptional. In particular, E is a rational curve. Since F has genus
greater than one, there are at least three singular points of .G  F /= alongE 0 which coincide
with the branch points of the induced finite morphism F ! E 0. Thus, there exist at least three
Hirzebruch–Jung strings inside f  1.p/ intersectingE and in particular the fibre f 0 1.p/ does
not have support with only normal crossing, a contradiction. Thus, the claim follows.
Let us assume now that any fibre of  WX ! D has support with only normal cross-
ing singularities. Remark 2.29 implies that  factors through a proper birational morphism
X ! .G  F /= . Let C D F= . Then the induced morphism 'WX ! C is a fibration which
is called transverse to  . Note that ' is also an isotrivial fibration with general fibre isomorphic
to G. From now on, we assume that the genus of G is greater than one.
As above, we denote by "WY ! .G  F /= the minimal resolution and by  0WY ! D
and '0WY ! C the induced morphisms. By Remark 2.29, there exists a proper birational mor-
phism WX ! Y .
For any p 2 D and for any prime divisorE    1.p/, we denote by lE the ramification
index of  along E, so that  p DP lEE. Thus, we define D DP.lE   1/E. Similarly,
we define D' , D 0 and D'0 . Note that D'0 D D' and D 0 D D .
Theorem 2.30 ([24, Theorem 2.1 (i) and Theorem 4.1]). With the notation introduced
above, we have that the support of any fibre of ' and  has support with only normal crossing
singularities.
Further, if Z is the reduced divisor on Y whose support coincides with the exceptional
locus of ", we have
KY D '0KC CD'0 C  0KD CD 0 CZ:
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Lemma 2.31. With the notation introduced above, we have that the morphism '0 is the
Iitaka fibration of KY=D  D 0 and the morphism  0 is the Iitaka fibration of KY=C  D'0 .
Proof. By [24, Propositions 3.1 and 5.1], .KY=D  D 0/ D 1. Let G0 be the general
fibre of '0. Then, ifZ is the reduced divisor on Y whose support coincides with the exceptional
locus of ", Theorem 2.30 implies
G0  .KY=D  D 0/ D G0  .'0KC CD'0 CZ/ D 0:
Thus, it follows that '0 is the Iitaka fibration of KY=D  D 0 . Similarly,  0 is the Iitaka fibra-
tion of KY=C  D'0 .
Thus, given an isotrivial fibration  WX ! D as above and the associated transverse
fibration 'WX ! C , there are two foliations on X which are naturally associated to  .
Indeed, we denote by F the foliation induced by  and by G the foliation induced by '.
By (2.5), we have
(2.9) KF D KX=D  D and KG D KX=C  D' :
In particular, Lemma 2.31 and Proposition 2.4 imply that tang.F ; G/ D 0 and therefore F is
transverse to '. Similarly, G is transverse to  . By Remark 2.21 and Theorem 2.30, F and G
have reduced singularities.
Lemma 2.32. With the notation introduced above, we have:
(1) F and G are relatively minimal if and only if X is the minimal resolution of .G  F /= .
(2) The support of the negative part in the Zariski decomposition of KF coincides with the
exceptional locus of the morphism X ! .G  F /= .
(3) If p 2 D, then there exists a unique component E of the fibre  p which is not F -invar-
iant and all the other components are contained in the exceptional locus of the morphism
X ! .G  F /= .
Proof. Remark 2.29 implies that the minimal resolution of .G  F /= is the mini-
mal fibration so that each fibre has support with only normal crossing singularities. Thus, by
Remark 2.21, (1) follows.
We now show (2). We first assume that F is relatively minimal. By (1), we have that
"WX ! .G F /= is the minimal resolution. Let C1; : : : ; Cm be a maximal Hirzebruch–Jung
string contained in the exceptional locus of ". Then, only one tail, say Cm intersects the
rest of the fibre and, in particular, we have that C1; : : : ; Cm are F -invariant and such that
Z.F ; C1/ D 1 andZ.F ; Ci / D 2 if i D 2; : : : ; m. Proposition 2.5 implies thatKF  C1 D  1
and KF  Ci D 0 for i D 2; : : : ; m. Let "0WX ! X 0 be the birational morphism which con-
tracts C2; : : : ; Cm. Then there exists a Cartier divisorK on X 0 such thatKF D "0K. We have
K  "0C1 D KF  C1 D  1 and in particular "0C1 is contained in the support of the negative
part of the Zariski decomposition of K. Thus, C1; : : : ; Cm are also contained in the support of
the negative part of the Zariski decomposition of KF and the claim follows.
We now assume that F is not relatively minimal. Let "WY ! .G  F /= be the minimal
resolution. By Remark 2.29, there exists a birational morphism WX ! Y . By (1), it follows
that  is not an isomorphism. We prove the claim by induction on the number of blow-ups
in . We can factor  D  ı 1 where 1WX ! X1 is the contraction of a single F -exceptional
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curveE1. LetF1 be the induced foliation onX1 and letKF1 D P1 CN1 be the Zariski decom-
position of KF1 . By induction, the support of N1 is the exceptional locus of " ı . Since F1
has reduced singularities, there exists ˛  0 such thatKF D 1KF1 C ˛E1. Thus, it is enough
to show that E1 is contained in the support of the negative part of the Zariski decomposition
of KF . If ˛ > 0, then the claim follows immediately. If ˛ D 0, then KF D 1KF1 and the
support of the negative part of the Zariski decomposition of KF is the preimage of the support
of N1. Since KF E1 D 0, the centre of E1 in X1 is a singular point of F1 and in particular, it
is contained in the intersection of two components of a fibre of the induced morphismX1 ! D.
Since the fibres of .G  F /= ! D D G= are irreducible, at least one of these components
is ." ı /-exceptional. Thus, the claim follows.
Finally, (3) follows from the fact that any fibre of the morphism .GF /= ! D D F=
is irreducible and its strict transform on X is the only component in the fibre  p which is not
F -invariant.
2.2.5. Foliations of Kodaira dimension one. We conclude this section with the fol-
lowing characterisation of foliations with reduced singularities of Kodaira dimension one, due
to Mendes and McQuillan [16, 17]:
Theorem 2.33. Let F be a foliation with reduced singularities on a smooth surface and
such that .F / D 1. Then F is one of the following:
(1) a Riccati foliation,
(2) a turbulent foliation,
(3) a foliation induced by a non-isotrivial elliptic fibration,
(4) a foliation induced by an isotrivial fibration of genus  2.
3. Proof of the main results
Let .Xt ;Ft /t2 be a family of foliations on surfaces with reduced singularities. Our goal
is to prove that for any sufficiently large positive integerm, the plurigenera h0.Xt ; mKFt / does
not depend on t 2 . By Theorem 2.3, we can analyse separately the following three cases:
(a) .Ft / D 0 for all t 2 ,
(b) .Ft / D 1 for all t 2 ,
(c) .Ft / D 2 for all t 2 .
3.1. Kodaira dimension zero. We begin with case (a) above:
Proposition 3.1. Let .Xt ;Ft /t2 be a family of foliations such that .Ft / D 0 for
any t 2 . Then for any positive integer m, the dimension h0.Xt ; mKFt / does not depend
on t 2 .
Proof. Let KFt D Pt CNt be the Zariski decomposition of KFt . By Lemma 2.12, the
Cartier index m0 of Nt does not depend on t 2 . By Lemma 2.10, the Cartier divisor m0Pt
is a torsion divisor. In particular, the torsion index l does not depend on t 2 . Hence, for
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all t 2  we have
h0.Xt ; mKFt / D
´
0 if m0l does not divide m;
1 otherwise:
Thus, the claim follows.
3.2. Kodaira dimension one. We now consider case (b) above. Given a family of folia-
tions .Xt ;Ft /t2 of Kodaira dimension one, we first prove that the foliations Ft are all of the
same type: either Ft is Riccati for all t , or turbulent for all t , or induced by a non-isotrivial
elliptic fibration for all t , or by an isotrivial fibration of curves of genus greater than one for all t
(see Proposition 3.3). Then, we show that, for any t 2 , there exists a fibration 't WXt ! Ct
onto a curve Ct such that 't ıt is the positive part of the Zariski decomposition of KFt for
some ample Q-divisor ıt on Ct such that the degree of ıt and the genus of Ct do not depend
on t 2 . Finally, for every such case, we show the invariance of the plurigenera h0.Xt ; mKFt /
for a sufficiently large positive integer m.
We begin with the following basic and more general result:
Lemma 3.2. Let  WX !  be a smooth family of surfaces. For any point t 2 , let
Xt D  1.t/. Let P be a nef Q-divisor such that P jXt is of Kodaira dimension one for any
t 2  and let Pt D P jXt . Then, for any t 2 , there exists a fibration 't WXt ! Ct onto a
smooth curve Ct and an ample Q-divisor ıt on Ct such that Pt D 't ıt .
Further, if Pt KXt  0 for some t 2 , then the degree of ıt , the genus of the general
fibre of 't and the genus of Ct do not depend on t 2 .
Proof. By assumption, we have that Pt is semi-ample for all t 2  and there exists
a fibration 't WXt ! Ct onto a smooth curve Ct and an ample Q-divisor ıt on Ct such that
Pt D 't ıt .
Pick s 2  and let F be a general smooth fibre of 's . We first assume thatKXs  Ps < 0.
Then, for all t 2 , the general fibre of 't is a smooth rational curve and, in particular,
KXs  F D  2. Thus, for all t 2 , we have that P KX Xt D  2 deg ıt , which implies that
the degree of ıt does not depend on t 2 . Further, for all t 2 , we have R1'tOXt D 0 and
by the Leray spectral sequence we have that
g.Ct / D h1.Ct ; 'tOXt / D h1.Xt ;OXt /:
Thus, the claim follows.
We now assume that KXs  Ps D 0. Then, the general fibre of 't is an elliptic curve for
all t 2 . Let us assume that there exists a . 1/-curve Es on Xs which is contained in a fibre
of 's . If NEs=Xs denotes the normal bundle of Es in Xs , then h
1.Es; NEs=Xs / D 0 and by
[12, Theorem 1], after possibly shrinking , there exists a smooth surface E in X which
intersects the fibres of  transversally and such that EjXs D Es . Thus, there exists a bira-
tional morphism "WX ! X0 which contractsE and a smooth morphism  0WX0 !  such that
 D  0 ı " (see also [10, Chapter 1, Proposition 1.20] for a similar argument). Let Q D "P .
Since Ps Es D 0, it follows that P D "Q and therefore we may replace X by X0 and P
by Q. Thus, after finitely many steps, we may assume that there are no . 1/-curves on Xs
which are contained in a fibre of 's . Since Xs is relatively minimal, it follows that K2Xs D 0.
Thus, K2Xt D 0 for all t 2  and Xt is also relatively minimal.
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Let BCt be the discriminant of 't (cf. (2.1)), let MCt be the moduli part of 't and
let B 0Ct as in (2.2), for all t 2 . As in [10, Chapter I, Proposition 7.1], if 'sWXs ! Cs has k
multiple fibres, of multiplicitiesm1; : : : ; mk for some s 2 , then every surfaceXt has exactly
k multiple fibres of multiplicities m1; : : : ; mk . By [2, Chapter V, Proposition 12.2], we have
that deg.MCt C B 0Ct / D .Xt ;OXt / does not depend on t 2 . Thus, it follows that the degree
of MCt C BCt does not depend on t 2 . Since KXt D 't .KCt CMCt C BCt /, invariance
of plurigenera implies that the genus of Ct is constant.
We now show that, after possibly shrinking , the divisor P is semi-ample over ,
i.e. there exists a family of curves WC !  and a morphism qWX ! C such that  factors
through q and P  qA for some ample Q-divisor A on C . To this end, we distinguish three
cases. If .Xt / > 0, then [10, Chapter I, Theorem 7.11 (iii)] implies the existence of the family
WC !  and the morphism qWX ! C as above. Let A be any relatively ample Q-divisor
on C and let P 0 D qA. Then, after possibly rescaling A, we may assume that P js  P 0js .
Thus, .P   P 0/ H Xt D 0 for any ample divisorH onXt and for all t 2 . It follows that,
after possibly shrinking , we have that P  P 0 and the claim follows.
Thus, we may assume that .Xt /  0 and, in particular, g.Ct /  1 for all t 2 . We first
assume that g.Ct / D 0 for all t 2 . After possibly shrinking, we may assume that the stable
base locus of P is contained in the fibreX0 D  1.0/ and in particular, ifX D X nX0, then
P jX is semi-ample. Thus, there exists a factorization
X ' ! C  !  n ¹0º;
where, for each t 2  n ¹0º, we have Ct D  1.t/. We may assume that P  0. Let x 2 X0 be
a general point. After possibly shrinking, we may assume that there exists a one-dimensional
subvariety   X such that the induced morphism j W !  is an isomorphism and 
meets Xt transversally for each t 2 . Let  D  nX0 and let R D ' 1.'.//. Then, for
each t 2  n ¹0º, we have that R \Xt is a fibre of 't . Let R be the closure of R in X.
After possibly shrinking , we may assume that R does not intersect the support of P . There
exists a positive rational number ˛ such that if Q D ˛R, we have that P jX0  QjX0 for some
Q-divisor Q  0 whose support does not intersect the support of P . As above, it follows that
after possibly shrinking  further, we have that P  Q. Moreover, since g.Ct / D 0, there
exists a positive integer m such that mP jXt  mQjXt for all t 2 . In particular, mP  mQ.
Since the support of P and the support of Q do not intersect, it follows that the relative Iitaka
fibration associated to P is a proper morphism over , i.e. P is semi-ample over . Thus, the
claim follows.
We now assume that g.Ct / D 1, and in particular .Xt / D 0 for all t 2 . By the
Enrique–Kodaira classification of algebraic surfaces, it follows that Xt is either hyperellip-
tic for all t 2  or an abelian surface for all t 2 . In the first case, [10, p. 130, Remark 2)]
implies the existence of the family WC !  and we can conclude as above. Let us assume
now that Xt is an abelian surface for all t 2 . By [19, Theorem 6.14] (see also [9, p. 89]),
we may assume that X is an abelian scheme over . In particular, there exists a morphism
ˇWX ! X over , such that its restriction to Xt coincides with the inverse morphism on Xt
for all t 2  and, for each section  W! X of  , we may define a morphism t WX ! X over
, whose restriction on Xt coincides with the translation by .t/ on Xt for all t 2 . Thus,
the theorem of squares (e.g. [3, Theorem 2.3.3]) implies that if Q is any Cartier divisor on X
and if  0 D ˇ ı  , then 2Q  tQ˝ t 0Q. In particular, if Q is effective, then after possibly
shrinking , we have that Q is semi-ample over . Thus, also in this case, the claim follows.
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We now show that the degree of ıt does not depend on t 2 . We have that P  qA for
some relatively ample Q-divisor A on C . Note that since the fibres of  are reduced, also the
fibres of  are reduced. Thus, deg ıt D degAj 1.t/ does not depend on t 2 , as claimed.
We now show that the type of the foliation is preserved. A similar argument also appeared
in [7, p. 130].
Proposition 3.3. Let .Xt ;Ft /t2 be a family of foliations such that .Ft / D 1 for
any t 2 . Then all the Ft are of the same type, i.e. there are four possibilities:
(1) Ft is a Riccati foliation transverse to a fibration 't WXt ! Ct for all points t 2 
(cf. Definition 2.24),
(2) Ft is a turbulent foliation transverse to a fibration 't WXt ! Ct for all points t 2 
(cf. Definition 2.25),
(3) Ft is induced by a non-isotrivial elliptic fibration 't WXt ! Ct for all points t 2 ,
(4) Ft is not Riccati or turbulent and it is induced by an isotrivial fibration of genus  2 for
all points t 2 .
Further, in cases (1)–(3) the genus g.Ct / of the curve Ct does not depend on t 2 .
Proof. We first prove that the class of the foliation Ft does not depend on t 2 .
Fix s 2 . By Lemma 2.7, we may assume that Fs is relatively minimal. Let N  0 be the
Q-divisor on X whose existence is guaranteed by Proposition 2.11 such that, if we denote
P D KF  N , Pt D P jXt and Nt D N jXt , then KFt D Pt CNt is the Zariski decomposi-
tion of KFt for all t 2 . By Theorem 2.9, we have that bNsc D 0. By Proposition 2.11, after
possibly shrinking , we may assume that each irreducible component of N meet the surfaces
Xt transversally in a rational curve and that bNtc D 0 for all t 2 .
Let t 2 . By Theorem 2.33, Ft is one of the following:
(1) a Riccati foliation,
(2) a turbulent foliation,
(3) a foliation induced by a non-isotrivial elliptic fibration,
(4) a foliation which is not Riccati or turbulent and it is induced by an isotrivial fibration of
genus  2.
For all t 2 , let 't WXt ! Ct be the Iitaka fibration of Pt . Note that, by (2.6), if Ft is of
type (1) or (2), then it is transverse to 't and by (2) of Proposition 2.22, if Ft is of type (3), then
it is induced by 't . If Ft is of type (4) and F is the general fibre of 't , since 't is the Iitaka
fibration of KFt , it follows that KFt  F D 0. Since any Ft -invariant curve passing through
the general point of Xt is of genus greater than one, Proposition 2.5 implies that F is not
Ft -invariant and therefore Proposition 2.4 implies that Ft is transverse to 't . By assumption,
Ft is not Riccati or turbulent, and in particular the genus of F is greater than one.
The intersectionKXt P jXt D KX P Xt does not depend on t 2 . IfKXt P jXt < 0
for all t 2 , then Ft is of type (1) and if KXt  P jXt > 0 for all t 2 , then Ft is of type (4).
Thus, we may assume that 't is an elliptic fibration and Ft is either turbulent or induced by
a non-isotrivial elliptic fibration.
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Let BCt be the discriminant of 't (cf. (2.1)), letMCt be the moduli part of 't and let B
0
Ct
as in (2.2), for all t 2 . By [2, Chapter V, Proposition 12.2], deg.MCt C B 0Ct / D .Xt ;OXt /
does not depend on t 2 .
For any t 2  and for any p 2 SuppB 0Ct , (1) and (3) of Corollary 2.28 imply that
there exists a prime divisor D  ' 1t .p/ \ SuppN which does not compute the log canon-
ical threshold at p (cf. Remark 2.20). We claim that the number of points in SuppB 0Ct does not
depend on t 2 . Indeed, if C ;C 0 are connected components of SuppN such that C jXt ;C 0jXt
are contained in two different fibres of 't for some t 2 , then it is sufficient to show that
C jXt ;C 0jXt are chains of rational curves which are contained in two different fibres of 't for all
t 2 . Indeed, assume by contradiction that there exist t0 2  and C1; : : : ;Ch, ChC1; : : : ;Ck
connected components of SuppN such that
 Ci jXt is contained in F t1 for i D 1; : : : ; h,
 Ci jXt is contained in F t2 for i D hC 1; : : : ; k,
where F t1 ; F
t
2 are fibres of 't and F
t
1 ¤ F t2 for t ¤ t0 and F t01 D F t02 . Since bNtc D 0 for all
t 2 , Lemma 2.23 implies that the chains Ci jXt contain all the reduced components of F t1
for i D 1; : : : ; h for t ¤ t0. It follows that the same condition is preserved for t D t0. By (1)
of Corollary 2.28, the fibre F t2 is not a multiple fibre for all t ¤ t0 and since 't is a fibration
by elliptic curves, there exists a reduced component of F t2 , for all t ¤ t0. Thus, there exists
a component of a chain Ci with i D hC 1; : : : ; k that degenerates to a rational curve with
multiple coefficient, which is a contradiction because, by Proposition 2.11, the chains Ci meet
the fibres of  transversally. Thus, it follows that the number of the points in the support of
B 0Ct does not depend on t 2 .
Moreover, by the classification of singular fibres of an elliptic fibration, there exists
a reduced component E of 't p which is not contained in the exceptional locus of the relative
minimal fibration Xt ! X 0t associated to 't WXt ! Ct . Thus, (2) of Corollary 2.28 implies
that degB 0Ct does not depend on t 2 . In particular, degMCt does not depend on t 2 .
Remark 2.26 implies that degMCt D 0 if and only if Ft is turbulent. Thus, either Ft is turbu-
lent for all t 2  or Ft is induced by a non-isotrivial elliptic fibration for all t 2 .
Finally, Lemma 3.2 implies that in cases (1)–(3), the genus of the curve Ct does not
depend on t 2 .
Proposition 3.4. Let .Xt ;Ft /t2 be a family of foliations induced by non-isotrivial
elliptic fibrations 't WXt ! Ct over a curve Ct of genus g. Then for any sufficiently large
positive integer m, the dimension h0.Xt ; mKFt / does not depend on t 2 .
In Example 3.9, we show that in general the claim does not hold if m D 1.
Proof. We want to show that for any sufficiently large positive integer m, the dimen-
sion h0.Xt ; mKFt / is locally constant. Fix s 2 . By Lemma 2.7, we may assume that Fs
is relatively minimal. Let N  0 be the Q-divisor on X whose existence is guaranteed by
Proposition 2.11 such that, if we denote P D KF  N , Pt D P jXt and Nt D N jXt , then
KFt D Pt CNt is the Zariski decomposition of KFt for all t 2 . By Theorem 2.9, we have
that bNsc D 0. By Proposition 2.11, after possibly shrinking , we may assume that each
irreducible component of N meet the surfaces Xt transversally in a rational curve and that
bNtc D 0 for all t 2 .
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For any t 2 , let "t WXt ! X 0t be the minimal elliptic fibration associated to 't and let
'0t WX 0t ! Ct be the induced morphism. Let BCt and MCt be the discriminant and the moduli
part in the canonical bundle formula of 't (cf. (2.1)). Then, Lemma 2.22 implies that
KXt D 't .KCt CMCt C BCt /CEt and Pt D 't .MCt /;
where Et  0 is "t -exceptional for each t 2 .
Then Lemma 3.2 implies that deg.KCt CMCt C BCt / and deg.MCt / do not depend
on t 2 . By Proposition 3.3 the genus of Ct does not depend on t 2 . Thus, also degBCt
does not depend on t 2 .
For any t 2 , let B 0Ct be the Q-divisor on Ct defined as in (2.2). By (2.3), we have
Supp¹MCt º D SuppB 0Ct :
As in the proof of Proposition 3.3, there exists c1; : : : ; ck 2 .0; 1/ and, for any t 2 , there
exist distinct pt1; : : : ; p
t
k
2 Ct such that
B 0Ct D
kX
iD1
.1   ci /pti :
Since MCt C B 0Ct is integral, we have
¹MCt º D
kX
iD1
cip
t
i :
Thus, for any positive integer m the degree of bmMCt c does not depend on t 2  and we may
choose m sufficiently large so that degbmMCt c  2g   1. For all t 2 , we have
h0.Xt ;OXt .bmPtc// D h0.Ct ;OCt .bmMCt c// D degbmMCt c C 1   g.Ct /
and the claim follows.
Proposition 3.5. Let .Xt ;Ft /t2 be a family of Riccati or turbulent foliations trans-
verse to the fibration 't WXt ! Ct for all t 2 . Then for any positive integerm, the dimension
h0.Xt ; mKFt / does not depend on t 2 .
Proof. We want to show that h0.Xt ; mKFt / is locally constant. Fix a point s 2 . By
Lemma 2.7, we may assume that Fs is relatively minimal. Let N  0 be the Q-divisor on X
whose existence is guaranteed by Proposition 2.11 such that, if we denote P D KF  N ,
Pt D P jXt and Nt D N jXt , then KFt D Pt CNt is the Zariski decomposition of KFt for
all t 2 . By Theorem 2.9, we have that bNsc D 0. By Proposition 2.11, after possibly shrink-
ing , we may assume that N meets the fibres of  transversally in chains of rational curves
and that bNtc D 0 for all t 2 . By (2.6), there exist effective divisorsDttan andD't contained
in the fibres of 't which are Ft -invariant and such that
KFt D 't KCt CDttan CD't :
As in equation (2.7), there exists aQ-divisor t on Ct such thatDttan CD't D 't t CNt and
Pt D 't .KCt C t /, for any t 2 . By Lemma 3.2, the degree of KCt C t is constant and,
by Proposition 3.3, the genus of the curve Ct does not depend on t 2 . It follows that also the
degree of t is constant.
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For all t 2 , we may write
t D
X
p2Ct
p;tp:
We may assume s D 0. We want to show that the components of 't p such that the
coefficient p;t is not integral do not meet as t approaches 0. Let p 2 Ct be such that p;t is
rational but not integral, for some t 2 . We claim that either 't p is a multiple fibre whose
support is a smooth curve QF of genus one or it contains a reduced component. Indeed, if Ft is
a Riccati foliation, then the claim follows from the fact that every fibre of 't admits a reduced
component. On the other hand, if Ft is a turbulent foliation, then the claim follows from (4)
of Corollary 2.28 and the fact that, by classification of singular fibres of elliptic fibrations, any
singular fibre, which is not a multiple fibre, contains a reduced component.
As in [10, Chapter I, Proposition 7.1], if '0WX0 ! C0 has k multiple fibres, of multi-
plicities m1; : : : ; mk , then every surface Xt has exactly k multiple fibres of multiplicities
m1; : : : ; mk . It follows that multiple fibres cannot meet. We now assume that 't p is not
a multiple fibre and it contains a reduced component. By Lemma 2.23, SuppNt contains all
the reduced components of 't p. Thus, since N meets Xt transversally for all t 2 , it fol-
lows that the components of 't p such that the coefficient p;t is not integral do not meet as t
approaches 0. Indeed, the same argument as in Proposition 3.3 goes through because since 't
is a fibration by rational or elliptic curves, every fibre has a reduced component.
By Proposition 3.3, the genus g.Ct / does not depend on t 2 . Thus,
h0.Xt ; mKFt / D h0.Xt ; bmPtc/
D h0.Ct ; mKCt C bmtc/ D deg.mKCt C bmtc/C 1   g.Ct /
does not depend on t 2  and the claim follows.
Proposition 3.6. Let .Xt ;Ft /t2 be a family of foliations which are not Riccati or
turbulent and they are induced by isotrivial fibrations of genus g  2. Then for any positive
integer m, the dimension h0.Xt ; mKFt / does not depend on t 2 .
Proof. We want to show that h0.Xt ; mKFt / is locally constant. Fix a point s 2 . By
Lemma 2.7, we may assume that F0 is relatively minimal. Let N  0 be the Q-divisor on X
whose existence is guaranteed by Proposition 2.11 such that, if we denote P D KF  N ,
Pt D P jXt and Nt D N jXt , then KFt D Pt CNt is the Zariski decomposition of KFt for
all t 2 . By Theorem 2.9, we have that bN0c D 0. By Proposition 2.11, after possibly shrink-
ing, we may assume that each irreducible component ofN meet the surfacesXt transversally
in a rational curve and that bNtc D 0 for all t 2 .
By Remark 2.29, for all t 2 , there exists a proper birational morphism
˛t WXt ! Wt WD .Gt  Ft /=t ;
where Ft and Gt are smooth curves such that the genus of Ft is greater than one and t is
a finite group acting on Ft and Gt . By Theorem 2.30, for any t 2 , there exist two fibrations
't WXt ! Ct and  t WXt ! Dt over the curves Ct D Ft=t and Dt D Gt=t with fibres
having support with only normal crossing singularities and such that Ft is induced by  t and
it is transverse to 't . Since Ft is not Riccati nor turbulent, also the curveGt is of genus greater
than one for all t 2 .
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We now show that Ft is relatively minimal for all t 2 . Indeed, by (2) of Lemma 2.32,
the support ofNt coincides with the exceptional locus of ˛t . By (1) of Lemma 2.32, the excep-
tional locus of ˛t contains a . 1/-curve if and only if the foliation is not relatively minimal.
Since Fs is relatively minimal, it follows that the support of Ns is a union of Hirzebruch–Jung
strings and, in particular, the support of Ns does not contain any . 1/-curve. Therefore the
support of Nt does not contain any . 1/-curve for all t 2 . Thus, Ft is relatively minimal
and Xt is the minimal resolution of Wt for all t 2 .
Let E1; : : : ; Ek be the irreducible components of N and, for any t 2 , let
Eti D Ei jXt :
By Theorem 2.9, Eti is a smooth rational curve. In particular, the self-intersection .E
t
i /
2 is
a negative number which does not depend on t 2 . Since, by (2) of Lemma 2.32, the excepti-
onal locus of ˛t coincides with the support of Nt , it follows that there exists an effective
Q-divisor ‚ on X whose coefficients are contained in .0; 1/ \Q and whose support is con-
tained in the support of N such that
KXt D ˛t KWt  ‚jXt for any t 2 .
In particular, .X; ‚/ is Kawamata log terminal, and since KWt is ample for all t 2 , it fol-
lows by the Base Point Free Theorem [15, Theorem 3.24] (see also [15, Example 2.17]) that
KX C‚ is semi-ample over , i.e. if we define
R.X=;KX C‚/ D
M
m0
OX.bm.KX C‚/c/
and
(3.1) W D ProjR.X=;KX C‚/
denotes the log canonical model ofKX C‚ over, then, there exists a proper birational mor-
phism ˛WX ! W which defines a factorization of  and such that, if we denote D n¹0º,
then, after possibly shrinking , the induced morphism Xt ! ˛.Xt / coincides with ˛t , for
all t 2 . Note that, by the Negativity Lemma, we have that P D ˛Q, where Q D ˛P is
a nef Q-divisor onW .
We claim that, after possibly shrinking , the Q-divisor P is numerically equivalent to
a semi-ample over , i.e. there exists a family of curves C !  and a morphism 'WX ! C
which defines a factorization of  , and such thatP  'H for some relatively ampleQ-divisor
H on C . To this end, we may and will perform a base change  W!  which is totally rami-
fied over the origin. Indeed, we may replace  WX !  by the family of surfaces  0WX0 ! 
obtained by base change and P by the pull-back of P onX0. We will do this, without changing
notation.
Lemma 2.31 and (2.9) imply that 't is the Iitaka fibration of KFt for all t 2 . Let
Z DSEi be the support of N . By (2) of Lemma 2.32, ZjXt coincides with the exceptional
divisor of ˛t . Thus, (2.9) and Theorem 2.30 imply that
KXt  KFt CZjXt D KXt  KXt=Dt CD t CZjXt D KXt=Ct  D't
and, therefore, Lemma 2.31 implies that  t is the Iitaka fibration of .KX  KF CZ/jXt for
all t 2 . It follows that, after possibly shrinking , we may assume that, if X D X nX0,
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we have two factorisations
X
'0 ! C  !  and X  
0
 ! D  ! 
such that for all t 2  the restrictions of '0 and  0 to Xt coincide with 't and  t . After pos-
sibly shrinking  again, we may assume that there exist two families of curves p0WF  ! 
and q0WG !  such that for all t 2 , we have that Ft is isomorphic to p0 1.t/ and Gt is
isomorphic to q0 1.t/. Finally, we may assume that the group t does not depend on t 2 .
We will denote it by  .
Since the moduli functor of stable curves with an action of a finite group is proper (e.g.
see [27]), after a base change  W!  totally ramified over the origin, we may find two
families of curves pWF !  and qWG !  which extend the families F  and G on the
whole . Moreover, the group  acts on F and G so that, for all t 2 , the action on p 1.t/
and q 1.t/ coincides with the action of t on Ft and Gt respectively (see [20, Theorem 3.1]
for a similar argument).
Let WW 0 D .G  F /= ! . By abuse of notation, we continue to denote byW , the
pull-back of the log canonical model over  defined in (3.1) after the base change performed
above. Note that W and W 0 are isomorphic over , and by the separateness property of the
moduli functor of stable pairs (e.g. see [11, Lemma 7.2]), it follows thatW is isomorphic toW 0.
In particular, there exists a proper birational morphism X ! W 0, induced by ˛WX ! W . Let
C WD F= and let WC !  be the induced morphism. Then, there exists a proper morphism
'WX ! C which factors through X ! W 0 and, after possibly shrinking  again, we may
assume that there exists a relatively ampleQ-divisorH over, and after rescalingH we have
P  'H . Thus, the claim follows.
Since C0 is the normalization of the curve  1.0/  C , we have g.C0/  g.Ct / for all
t 2  and, similarly, g.D0/  g.Dt /. Since (2.8) implies that h1.Xt ;OXt / D g.Ct /Cg.Dt /,
it follows that the genus of Ct and the genus of Dt do not depend on t 2 .
Let t 2 . By (2.6) there exists effective divisors Dttan and D't contained in fibres of 't
such that
KFt D 't KCt CDttan CD't :
Thus, (2.9) and Theorem 2.30 imply that
(3.2) ZjXt D Dttan;
where, as above, Z denotes the support of N .
By equation (2.7), we have Pt D 't .KCt C t / for some Q-divisor t  0 on Dt such
that deg.KCt C t / does not depend on t 2  and t is the largest Q-effective divisor such
thatDttan CD't   't t is effective. Since g.Ct / is constant, we have that deg t D deg 0 for
all t 2 .
We want to show that the points in the support of t do not collide as t approaches 0.
For any t 2 , the support of t is contained in 't .Supp.Dttan CD't //. Multiple fibres with
smooth support do not collide nor they meet components corresponding to singular fibres
because the self-intersection of the reduced part of a multiple fibre is nilpotent but non-trivial
and the structure is preserved for all t 2 . Since the components ofN do not meet, (2) and (3)
of Lemma 2.32 imply that the points in 't .SuppNt / do not collide as t approaches 0. Thus,
(3.2) implies the claim.
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In particular, there exist positive rational numbers c1; : : : ; c` such that for all t 2  there
exist distinct points p1;t ; : : : ; p`;t which form irreducible curves on C and such that
(3.3) t D
X
cipi;t for all t 2 :
In particular, the degree degbmtc does not depend on t 2 . Thus,
h0.Xt ; mKFt / D h0.Xt ; bmPtc/
D h0.Ct ; mKCt C bmtc/ D deg.mKCt C bmtc/C 1   g.Ct /
does not depend on t 2  and the claim follows.
3.3. Foliations of general type. It remains to study the invariance of plurigenera for fo-
liations of general type. The main ingredients used in the proof are Theorems 2.19 and 2.16, the
Kawamata–Viehweg Vanishing Theorem and the study of the Zariski decomposition of dmPte.
Proposition 3.7. Let .Xt ;Ft /t2 be a family of foliations such that .Ft / D 2 for any
t 2 . Then for any sufficiently large positive integer m, the dimension h0.Xt ; mKFt / does
not depend on t 2 .
Proof. In the course of the proof, we denote by ¹Dº the fractional part of aQ-divisorD.
We divide the proof into six steps.
Step 1. By Lemma 2.7, after possibly shrinking, we may assume that F0 is relatively
minimal, where 0 2  corresponds to the central fibre X0. By Proposition 2.11, we may write
KF D P CN
such that for any t 2 , if we denote Pt D P jXt and Nt D N jXt , then
KFt D Pt CNt
is a Zariski decomposition of KFt . After possibly shrinking  further, by Proposition 2.11
we may assume that each irreducible component of N meet the surfaces Xt transversally in
a rational curve. In particular, we have
H 0.Xt ; mKFt / Š H 0.Xt ; dmPte/ for any t 2 .
It is enough to show that h0.Xt ; dmPte/  h0.X0; dmP0e/ for any t 2 . We denote by i the
Cartier index of Pt . By Lemma 2.12, i does not depend on t 2 .
Step 2. Let E1; : : : ; Ek be the irreducible components of N and let
Eti D Ei jXt :
By Theorem 2.9, Eti is a smooth rational curve. In particular, the self-intersection .E
t
i /
2 is
a negative number which does not depend on t 2 . Thus, if t WXt ! Yt is the contraction
of SuppNt , then there exists an effective Q-divisor ‚ on X, whose coefficients are contained
in .0; 1/ \Q and whose support is contained in the support of N such that
KXt D t KYt  ‚jXt for any t 2 :
We denote
‚t D ‚jXt for any t 2 .
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Step 3. For any t 2  and for any positive integer m, let
dmPte D P .t/m CN .t/m
be the Zariski decomposition of dmPte. Note that
dmPte D mPt C ¹ mPtº
and therefore N .t/m  ¹ mPtº. In particular, the support of N .t/m is contained in the support
of Nt and
bN .t/m c D 0 for any t 2 .
Note that the divisor N .t/m is uniquely determined by the intersection of dmPte with the com-
ponents of SuppNt . Thus,
N .t/m D N .t/m0
for any positive integers m;m0 which are equal modulo i . In addition, there exist Q-divisors
Nm, Pm onX such that
dmP e D Pm CNm
and
NmjXt D N .t/m for any t 2 .
Step 4. Let 1; : : : ; p be all the elliptic Gorenstein leaves contained in the central
fibre X0 (cf. Definition 2.18). By Theorem 2.16, there exist C1; : : : ;Cq disconnected chains of
rational curves in X0 such that
¹C  X0 W P  C D 0º D
p[
iD1
i [
q[
iD1
Ci [ SuppN0:
Let
Z D
pX
iD1
i C
qX
iD1
Ci :
By Remark 2.17, the curves 1; : : : ; p do not intersect the support of N0 and in particular
OSi .dmP0e/ D OSi .mKF0/:
Thus, Theorem 2.19 implies that for any positive integer m the sheaf OSi .dmP0e/ has de-
gree zero and is not torsion. For each i D 1; : : : ; p, the curve i is Cohen–Macaulay with
trivial dualizing sheaf and Serre duality implies that
h1.i ; dmP0e/ D h0.i ; dmP0e/ D 0:
Thus
(3.4) h0.[i ; dmP0e/ D h1.[i ; dmP0e/ D 0:
Let C SCi be an irreducible component. By Theorem 2.16, there are two possibilities:
 type A: C \ SuppN0 D ;,
 type B: N0jC D 12p1 C 12p2, with p1; p2 2 C distinct points.
Moreover, if C is of type B, then pi belong to a connected componentECi of SuppN0 which is
a smooth rational curve of self-intersection  2, for i D 1; 2. In particular, the coefficient of‚0
along ECi is zero for i D 1; 2.
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For any positive integer m, we have
degdmP0ejC D mKF0  C   degbmN0jC c D
8ˆ<ˆ
:
0 if C is of type A;
0 if C is of type B and m is even;
1 if C is of type B and m is odd:
Let hi be positive integers so that
N .0/m C‚0 C
1
2
X
.EC1 CEC2 /

D
X
hiE
0
i
where the sum runs over all the curves C  [Ci of type B. We first prove the following:
Claim. We have h1.
S
Ci ; dmP0e  P hiE0i / D 0.
Let C0 be an irreducible component of
S
Ci . If C0 is of type A, then
deg

dmP0e  
X
hiE
0
i
ˇˇˇ
C0
D 0;
and in particular h1.C0; dmP0e  P hiE0i / D 0.
If C0 is of type B and m is even, then the coefficient ofmP0 along E
C0
i is integral and in
particular the coefficient ofN .0/m alongE
C0
i is zero. Since also the coefficient of‚0 alongE
C0
i
is zero, we have that
coeff
E
C0
i

N .0/m C‚0 C
1
2
X
.EC1 CEC2 /

D 0 for i D 1; 2
and, in particular,
deg

dmP0e  
X
hiE
0
i
ˇˇˇ
C0
D 0:
Thus, also in this case, we have h1.C0; dmP0e  P hiE0i / D 0.
Finally, if C0 is of type B and m is odd, similarly as above we have
deg
X
hiE
0
i
ˇˇˇ
C0
2 ¹0; 1; 2º;
and in particular
deg

dmP0e  
X
hiE
0
i
ˇˇˇ
C0
2 ¹1; 0; 1º
and also in this case, we have h1.C0; dmP0e  P hiE0i / D 0.
Thus, if Ci D C1 [    [ Cq is a connected component of SCi , then it is a chain of
rational curves which admits at most one tail of type B, and all the other curves are of type A.
Thus we have a short exact sequence
0! OCi

dmP0e  
X
hiE
0
i

!
qM
jD1
OCj

dmP0e  
X
hiE
0
i

!
q 1M
jD1
OCj\CjC1

dmP0e  
X
hiE
0
i

! 0
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such that the induced map
qM
jD1
H 0

Cj ; dmP0e  
X
hiE
0
i

!
q 1M
jD1
H 0

Cj \ CjC1; dmP0e  
X
hiE
0
i

is surjective. Since h1.Cj ; dmP0e  P hiE0i / D 0 for any irreducible component Cj of C , the
claim follows.
Consider now the short exact sequence
0! OX0

dmP0e  Z  
X
hiE
0
i

! OX0

dmP0e  
X
hiE
0
i

! OSi[Ci

dmP0e  
X
hiE
0
i

! 0:
Thus, (3.4) and the claim above yield the exact sequence
0! H 0

X0; dmP0e  Z  
X
hiE
0
i

! H 0

X0; dmP0e  
X
hiE
0
i

! H 0
[
Ci ; dmP0e  
X
hiE
0
i

! H 1

X0; dmP0e  Z  
X
hiE
0
i

! H 1

X0; dmP0e  
X
hiE
0
i

! 0
and
H 2

X0; dmP0e  Z  
X
hiE
0
i

Š H 2

X0; dmP0e  
X
hiE
0
i

:
Step 5. Set NP0 D 0P0. By the Negativity Lemma, it follows that P0 D 0 NP0. Let a
be a positive integer. By Step 3, we have that
SuppN .0/a  SuppN0:
Set NZ D 0Z. Thus
Z D 0 NZ  
1
2
X
.EC1 CEC2 /;
where, as above, the sum is over all curves C of type B. Let C0  X0 be an irreducible curve
such that P0  C0 D 0. If C0 is contained in the support of N0, then
.KX0 C‚0/  C0 D 0 and

Z C 1
2
X
.EC1 CEC2 /

 C0 D 0:
On the other hand, if C0 is a smooth rational curve which is not contained in the support ofN0,
then Theorem 2.16 and Remark 2.17 imply that
‚0 CZ C 1
2
X
.EC1 CEC2 /

 C0  C 20 C 2:
Finally, if C0 is a single rational nodal curve, then
.KX0 CZ/  C0 D 0 and

‚0 C 1
2
X
.EC1 CEC2 /

 C0 D 0:
Thus, Theorem 2.16 implies that for each C0  X0 irreducible curve such that P0  C0 D 0,
we have
.KY0 C NZ/  0C0 D

KX0 C‚0 CZ C
1
2
X
.EC1 CEC2 /

 C0  0:
It follows that there exists a sufficiently large positive integer b such that bi NP0   .KY0 C NZ/
is big and nef.
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We denote m D aC bi . In particular, by Step 3 we have that N .0/a D N .0/m . In addition,
dmP0e D biP0 C daP0e:
We have
dmP0e  
X
i  
X
Ci  
X
hiE
0
i D dmP0e  Z  
X
hiE
0
i
D KX0 C 0 .bi NP0   .KY0 C NZ//C daP0e
 
X
hiE
0
i C‚0 C
1
2
X
.EC1 CEC2 /
D KX0 C 0 .bi NP0   .KY0 C NZ//C P .0/a CN .0/a
 
X
hiE
0
i C‚0 C
1
2
X
.EC1 CEC2 /:
Since
P
hiE
0
i D bN .0/m C‚0 C 12
P
.EC1 CEC2 /c, the divisor
N .0/a  
X
hiE
0
i C‚0 C
1
2
X
.EC1 CEC2 /
is an effective divisor with coefficients in the interval .0; 1/ and whose support is contained in
the support of N0. On the other hand, 0 .bi NP0   .KY0 C NZ//C P .0/a is big and nef.
Thus, the Kawamata–Viehweg Vanishing Theorem implies
H j

X0; dmP0e  Z  
X
hiE
0
i

D 0 for all j > 0:
Then, by Step 4, we have
H j

X0; dmP0e  
X
hiE
0
i

D 0 for all j > 0:
In particular,
h0

X0; dmP0e  
X
hiE
0
i

D 

X0; dmP0e  
X
hiE
0
i

:
Note that .Xt ; dmPte  P hiEti / does not depend on t 2 .
Step 6. In Step 4 we defined
P
hiE
0
i D dN .0/m C‚0 C 12
P
.EC1 CEC2 /e. Note that,
since the coefficient of ‚0 are contained in the interval .0; 1/, and for each curve C of type B,
the curves EC1 and E
C
2 are not contained in the support of ‚0, it follows that
bN .0/m C‚0 C
1
2
X
.EC1 CEC2 /c  dN .0/m e:
Thus, we have that X
hiE
t
i  dN .t/m e
for any t 2 . By the properties of the Zariski decomposition,
H 0.Xt ; dmPte/ Š H 0.Xt ; bdmPte  N .t/m c/ D H 0.Xt ; dmPte   dN .t/m e/:
More precisely, for any effective divisor E  dN .t/m e,
H 0.Xt ; dmPte/ Š H 0.Xt ; dmPte  E/:
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In particular,
h0.Xt ; dmPte/ D h0.Xt ; dmPte  
X
hiE
t
i / for all t 2 .
Note that since Pt is big and nef for all t 2 , if m is sufficiently large, then Serre duality
implies that
h2.Xt ; dmPte  
X
hiE
t
i / D 0 for all t 2 .
Since
dmPte  
X
hiE
t
i D .dmP e  
X
hiEi /jXt for all t 2 ,
Step 5 implies that
h0.Xt ; dmPte/ D h0.Xt ; dmPte  
X
hiE
t
i /
 .Xt ; dmPte  
X
hiE
t
i /
D .X0; dmP0e  
X
hiE
0
i /
D h0.X0; dmP0e  
X
hiE
0
i /
D h0.X0; dmP0e/
for all t 2 , concluding the proof of the proposition.
We are now ready to prove our main theorem:
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Proposition 3.1 implies (1). Proposition 3.3 together with Propo-
sitions 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 imply (2) and (3). Finally, Proposition 3.7 implies (4).
3.4. Some examples. We now show three examples on which invariance of plurigenera
does not hold.
We begin by providing an example of a family of foliations which does not satisfy hypo-
thesis (2) of Definition 2.2 and for which the Kodaira dimension is not constant:
Example 3.8. For j D 1; 2, let fj;t0 2 CŒx0; x1; x2 be a homogeneous polynomial of
degree four which is the product of a linear factor l and a factor cj of degree three such that
¹cj D 0º is a smooth cubic
fj;t0 D l  cj :
For j D 1; 2, let fj;t1 2 CŒx0; x1; x2 be a homogeneous polynomial of degree four such that
¹fj;t1 D 0º is a smooth quartic. We may assume that fj;t0 and fj;t1 are such that
 for any t 2  n ¹0º and j D 1; 2, if we define fj;t D tfj;t0 C .1   t /fj;t1 , then the curve
¹fj;t D 0º is a smooth quadric,
 for any t ¤ 0 the curves ¹f1;t D 0º and ¹f2;t D 0º meet transversally,
 the curves ¹c1 D 0º and ¹c2 D 0º meet transversally in nine points p1; : : : ; p9,
 for any t 2  n ¹0º, the curves of the pencil
Pt D ¹uf1;t C vf2;t D 0 W Œu W v 2 P1º
are all irreducible and reduced.
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The base points of the pencils Pt form sixteen curves B1; : : : ;B16 in P2  meeting the
fibres transversally. After possibly reordering the points p1; : : : ; p9, we may assume that
there exists k such that the curves B1; : : : ;B16 pass through pkC1; : : : ; p9 and we may pick
B17; : : : ;B16Ck smooth curves in P2  meeting P2  ¹0º transversally in p1; : : : ; pk .
Let
X
" ! P2 ! 
be the blow-up of P2  along the curves B1; : : : ;B16Ck . Let  WX !  be the induced
morphism with Xt D  1.t/ and let "t WXt ! P2 be the induced morphism with exceptional
divisors Et1; : : : ; E
t
16Ck .
For any t 2 n¹0º we have a fibration ft WXt ! P1 whose general fibres are the strict
transforms of the elements of Pt . On X0 we have a fibration f0WX0 ! P1 whose fibres are
the curves in the pencil generated by c1 and c2. Let H be a hyperplane section in P2 and let
p 2 P1 be a general point. For any t ¤ 0, the fibre f t p is the strict transform of a curve in the
pencil, thus
f t p  "t .4H/  
16X
iD1
Eti :
Let Ft be the foliation on Xt induced by the fibration ft . Then for any t ¤ 0
KFt D KXt=P1 D "tKP2 C
16CkX
iD1
Eti C f t .2p/ 
16CkX
iD17
Eti C "tH C f t p:
In particular, KFt is big. On the other hand, if t D 0, then
f 0 p  "0.3H/  
9X
iD1
E0i
and
KF0 D KX0=P1 D "0KP2 C
16CkX
iD1
E0i C f 0 .2p/ 
16CkX
iD10
E0i C f 0 p:
Then for t D 0 the canonical divisor KF0 is not big.
Note that the foliation we obtain is induced by a fibration on each fibre, but there does
not exist a fibration onX which induces the foliation.
We now show an example of a family of foliations .Xt ;Ft /t2 of Kodaira dimension
one, which are induced by non-isotrivial elliptic fibrations and such that h0.Xt ;OXt .KFt // is
not constant, for t 2 .
Example 3.9. Let C be a curve of genus at least two. Let p0;t , p1;t be two families of
points on C , with t 2 , such that p0;0 D p1;0 and p0;t ¤ p1;t for any t ¤ 0. The line bundle
Lt D OC .KC C p0;t   p1;t /
defines an elliptic fibration
't WXt ! C
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such that its moduli part is MC;t D KC C p0;t   p1;t and with discriminant BC;t D 0 for
any t 2  (cf. (2.1)). Let Ft be the foliation associated to 't . By Remark 2.21, the singularities
of Ft are reduced and therefore they define a family of foliations .Xt ;Ft /t2. We have
H 0.Xt ;OXt .KFt // D H 0.C;OCt .MC;t //
and the latter vector space has dimension g if t D 0 and strictly less than g if t ¤ 0.
Note that elliptic Gorenstein leaves (cf. Definition 2.18) never appear on foliations of
general type induced by fibrations over a curve. Indeed, let F be a foliation of general type
on a smooth surface X induced by a fibration f WX ! C over a curve C . Assume by con-
tradiction that there exists an elliptic Gorenstein leaf  on X . Since  is F -invariant, 
is contained in a fibre F of f . Since the fibres of f are connected, Remark 2.17 implies
that Supp./ D Supp.F /. Since KF  i D 0 for any curve contained in the support of  ,
it follows that KF  F D 0, which is a contradiction because KF is big and the fibres form
a covering family.
Nevertheless, even for foliations of general type induced by fibrations, invariance of pluri-
genera does not hold for small values of m, as our example below shows.
Example 3.10. Let C be a smooth curve of genus g  2. Let L be a line bundle on
C D C  such that, if we denote Lt D c1.LjC¹tº/, then
L0 D KC
and
h0.C;Lt / < h
0.C;KC / D g if t ¤ 0:
Let
E D OC ˚OC ˚L
and let pWZ D P .E/! C . Let WZ!  be the induced morphism. For any t 2 , we denote
by pt WZt WD  1.t/! C the restriction morphism. We have
KZt=C D  3t C pt Lt ;
where t D c1.OEt .1//. Let  D c1.OE.1//. The linear system j4j is base point free and in
particular the general element X 2 j4j is smooth. Let  WX !  be the induced morphism
and let Xt D  1.t/. Then, the morphism X ! C defines a regular foliation F on X such
that if Ft is the restriction of F to Xt , then (2.5) implies that
KFt D KXt=C D .t C pt Lt /jXt
for all t 2 . Note that Ft is a foliation of general type. We want to show that h0.Xt ; KFt / is
not constant.
The dimension
h0.Zt ; t C pt Lt / D 2h0.C;Lt /C h0.C; 2Lt /
is not constant by our choice of L. Therefore. it is enough to show that
h0.Xt ; KXt=C / D h0.Zt ; t C pt Lt /:
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Pick t 2 . By the exact sequence obtained by restriction, we have
0! H 0.Zt ; t C pt Lt /! H 0.Xt ; KXt=C /! H 1.Zt ; KZt=C /:
On the other hand, by Serre duality
h1.Zt ; KZt=C / D h2.Zt ; pt KC /
and the latter dimension is zero by the Leray spectral sequence. Thus, the claim follows.
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